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Trajectory planning of unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) is a rather complicated global optimum
problem in UCAV mission planning. Intelligent water drops (IWD) algorithm is newly presented under
the inspiration of the dynamic of river systems and the actions that water drops do in the rivers,
and it is easy to combine with other methods in optimization. In this paper, we propose an improved
IWD optimization algorithm for solving the single UCAV smooth trajectory planning problems in various
combating environments. The water drops can act as an agent in searching the optimal UCAV trajectory.
The detailed realization procedure for this novel approach is also presented. In order to make the
optimized UCAV trajectory more feasible for exact flying, an efficient path smoothing method called the
κ-trajectory is adopted for smoothing the single UCAV trajectory. Series experimental comparison results
show the proposed IWD optimization algorithm is more effective and feasible in the single UCAV smooth
trajectory planning than the basic IWD model.

Crown Copyright © 2009 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) is very promising for
the technological leadership of the nation and essential for im-
proving the security of society, owing to their potential to per-
form dangerous, repetitive tasks in remote and hazardous envi-
ronments [11]. While recent technological advances have enabled
the development of unmanned vehicular systems and recent im-
plementations have proven the UCAV’s benefits in both military
and civilian applications, the full benefit of unmanned systems will
be utilized when they can operate autonomously. The primary re-
quirements of autonomy are the capabilities of detecting internal
and external changes, and of reacting to them without human in-
tervention in a safe and efficient manner. Furthermore, the area
where autonomous UCAV is tasked to operate may very often have
various types of obstacles, threats and/or restricted regions. Thus,
another challenge for the operation of autonomous UCAV is to be
able to efficiently carry out the assigned tasks without compromis-
ing the success of the mission by flying into obstacles and/or re-
stricted areas or becoming exposed to unacceptable level of threat
risk. This challenge can be addressed with trajectory planning.

Trajectory planning is to generate a space path between an ini-
tial location and the desired destination that has an optimal or
near-optimal performance under specific constraint conditions, and
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it is an imperative task required in the design of UCAV. The flight
trajectory planning in a large mission area is a typical large scale
optimization problem, a series of algorithms have been proposed
to solve this complicated multi-constrained optimization problem,
such as the A∗ algorithm, evolutionary computation [11], genetic
algorithm [9], particle swarm optimization [4] and ant colony op-
timization [2,8,10]. Among them, A∗ algorithm is much easier to
realize, evolutionary computation and genetic algorithm are easy
falling into local best, particle swarm optimization is a rather sim-
ple algorithm for solving continuous optimization problems, while
ant colony optimization needs long time in path planning [3]. Fur-
thermore, those methods can hardly solve the contradiction be-
tween the global optimization and excessive information in trajec-
tory planning problems.

The intelligent water drops (IWD) algorithm was firstly pro-
posed by S.H. Hamed in 2007, which mimics the dynamic of river
systems and the actions that water drops do in the rivers. The
ideas that are taken from natural water drops are used in order
to develop artificial water drops. It has been applied successfully
to benchmark problems such as the traveling salesman problem
(TSP) [6], and the multiple knapsack problem (MKP) [5].

Combining the basic model of IWD and the κ-trajectory, a novel
smooth trajectory planning approach for UCAV has been proposed
in this paper. Our approach overcomes the deficiencies of existing
trajectory planning algorithms for UCAV, which is the contradic-
tion between the global optimization and excessive information.
In order to make the optimized UCAV trajectory more feasible, the
κ-trajectory is adopted for smoothing the UCAV trajectory, and this
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Fig. 1. Typical UCAV combating field model in three-dimensional scenario.

trajectory smoothing algorithm has a small computational load and
can be run in real time. The comparative experimental results il-
lustrate that our proposed hybrid approach can generate a feasible
optimal smooth trajectory of UCAV more quickly than the basic
IWD algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the threat resources and objective function in single
UCAV trajectory planning. Subsequently, the principle of the ba-
sic IWD is explained in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we propose a
strategy for UCAV trajectory planning by using IWD optimization.
In order to make the optimized UCAV trajectory more feasible, an
efficient trajectory smoothing method named the κ-trajectory is
adopted in Section 5. The comparative simulation results are given
in Section 6 to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the pro-
posed hybrid approach for single UCAV smooth trajectory planning.
Our concluding remarks are contained in the final section.

2. Threat resources modeling in single UCAV trajectory planning

2.1. Environments and trajectory statements

Modeling of the threat sources is the key task in single UCAV
optimal trajectory planning. The typical UCAV combating field
model in three-dimensional scenario can be depicted with Fig. 1.

In order to simplify the single UCAV trajectory planning prob-
lem, the UCAV task region can be divided into two-dimensional
mesh, thus forming a two-dimensional network diagram connect-
ing the starting point and goal point, which can be shown in Fig. 2.
In this way, the problem of single UCAV trajectory planning is the
general path optimization problem in essence.

In Fig. 2, suppose the flight task for the single UCAV is
from node B to node A. There are some threatening areas
in the task region [10]. Let O A be the x axis, and O B be
the y axis, a coordinate system is then established. We divide
O A into m sub-sections, and divide O B and O C into n sub-
sections equally. There are (m − 1) vertical lines between node
B and node A, which can be labelled with L1, L2, . . . , Lm−1. The
(m − 1) vertical lines and the (2n + 1) horizontal lines cross-
constitute (m − 1) ∗ (2n + 1) nodes. We named these nodes
as L1(x1, y1), L2(x2, y1), . . . , Lm−1(xm−1, y1), . . . , L1(x1, y2n+1), . . . ,

Lm−1(xm−1, y2n+1), where Li(xi, yi) is the i-th node in the verti-
cal line Li . In this way, the path from the starting node (A) to the
target node (B) can be described as follows:

Path = {
o, L1(x1, yk1), L2(x2, yk2), . . . , Lm−1(xm−1, yk(m−1)), A

}
(1)

where ki = 1,2, . . . ,2n + 1.

2.2. The objective function of the trajectories

Firstly, we define the objective function of single UCAV in tra-
jectory planning. The mission survival probability is a function of
the probabilities of not being detected by enemy radar, not be-
ing killed if detected, and not crashing against the terrain, so an
objective function is used in the UCAV trajectory planning can be
defined as follows:

J =
t f∫

0

(
ω1C2 + ω2h2 + ω3 frw

)
dt (2)

where C denotes the large cross-track deviations from the line
connecting the starting and target points, frw penalizes the pen-
etration trajectories that come dangerously close to known threat
sites, and h minimizes the UCAV’s altitude above level h.

In this paper, only the horizontal path optimization is consid-
ered, so the objective function can be simplified to contain only
the forenamed two terms [7]:

J = Lk + δ

m−1∑
i=1

1

di min
(3)

where Lk is the flight distance, di min is the distance from the node
to the nearest threat, δ is the threat avoided coefficient. δ is gen-
erally chosen according to exact combating environments, and the
bigger δ is, the safer the UCAV flight would be.

The flight distance is showed to be the sum of line distances
between nodes in the flight line. The distance from node a(xi, yg)

in vertical line Li to node b(xi+1, y j) in vertical line Li+1 can be
described as:

dab =
√(|AB|/m

)2 + (y j − yg)2 ( j, g = 1,2, . . . ,2n + 1) (4)

Therefore, from Fig. 2 and Eq. (4), the possible UCAV flight dis-
tance can be described as follows:

Lk =
√[ |AB|

m

]2

+ (yki − 0)2

+
m−2∑
ki=1

√[ |AB|
m

]2

+ (yk(i+1) − yki)
2

+
√[ |AB|

m

]2

+ (yk(m−1) − 0)2 (5)

Suppose that there are q threats, each of which is described by
a circle with the center point (x j, y j), and the radius r j , the dis-
tance between the node(xi, yki) and the threat j can be described
as:

d =
√

(xi − x j)
2 + (yki − y j)

2 − r j (6)

Thus, the distance between the node(xi, yki) and the nearest
threat can be described as follows:

di min =
{(√

(xi − x j)
2 + (yki − y1)2 − r1

)
, . . . ,

(√
(xi − xq)2 + (yki − yq)2 − rq

)}
(7)

3. Principles of the basic IWD

Water drops that flow in rivers, lakes, and seas are the sources
of inspiration for developing the IWD meta-heuristic model. This
intelligence is more obvious in rivers which find their ways to
lakes, seas, or oceans despite many different kinds of obstacles on
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Fig. 2. Typical UCAV mission area.

Fig. 3. The IWD on the left flows to the right side while removing soil from the river
bed and adding it to its soil (the soil on the bed is denoted by light gray color).

their ways. In the water drops of a river, the gravitational force of
the earth provides the tendency for flowing toward the destina-
tion. If there were no obstacles or barriers, the water drops would
follow a straight path toward the destination, which is the short-
est path from the source to the destination [5]. However, due to
different kinds of obstacles in their way to the destination, which
constrain the path construction, the real path has to be different
from the ideal path and lots of twists and turns in the river path is
observed. The interesting point is that this constructed path seems
to be optimum in terms of distance from the destination and the
constraints of the environment.

Imagine a water drop is going to move from a point of river to
the next point in the front as shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that
each water drop flowing in a river can carry an amount of soil
which is shown by the size of the water drop in the figure. The
amount of soil of the water drop increases as it reaches to the right
point shown in Fig. 3 while the soil of the river bed decreases. In
fact, some amount of soil of the river bed is removed by the water
drop and is added to the soil of the water drop. This property is
embedded in the IWDs such that each IWD holds soil in itself and
removes soil from its path during movement in the environment.

A water drop has also a velocity and this velocity plays an im-
portant role in the removing soil from the beds of rivers. Let two
water drops having the same amount of soil move from a point of
a river to the next point as shown in Fig. 4. The water drop with
bigger arrow has higher velocity than the other one. When both
water drops arrive at the next point on the right, the faster water
drop is assumed to gather more soil that the other one. This as-

Fig. 4. The faster IWD gathers more soil that the slower IWD while both flowing
from the left side of the river bed to the right side (the size of the IWD shows its
carrying soil).

sumption is depicted in Fig. 4 in which a bigger circle on the right,
which has gathered more soil, denotes the faster water drop. The
mentioned property of soil removing which is dependent on the
velocity of the water drop is embedded in each IWD of the IWD
algorithm.

It was stated above that the velocity of an IWD flowing over a
path determines the amount of soil that is removed from the path.
In contrast, the velocity of the IWD is also changed by the path
such that a path with little amount of soil increases the velocity of
the IWD more than a path with a considerable amount of soil. This
assumption is depicted in Fig. 5 in which two identical water drops
with the same velocity flow on two different paths. The path with
little soil lets the flowing water drop gather more soil and gain
more speed whereas the path with large soil resists more against
the flowing water drop such that it lets the flowing water drop
gather less soil and gain less speed.

What makes a water drop choose one branch of path among
several choices it has in its front? Obviously, a water drop prefers
an easier path to a harder path when it has to choose between
several branches that exist in the path from the source to the des-
tination.

In the IWD algorithm, the hardness is translated to the amount
of soil on the path. If a branch of the path contains higher amount
of soil than other branches, it becomes less desirable than the
other ones. This branch selection on the path is implemented by a
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Fig. 5. Two identical IWDs flow in two different rivers (the IWD that flows in the
river with less soil gathers more soil and gets more increase in speed).

probabilistic function of inverse of soil, which is explained in the
next section.

In nature, countless water drops flow together to form the op-
timal path for reaching their destination. In other words, it is a
population-based intelligent mechanism. The IWD algorithm em-
ploys this mechanism by using a population of IWDs to construct
paths and among all these paths over time, the optimal or near
optimal path emerges.

Based on the observation of the natural water drops’ behaviors,
an IWD model is developed, which possesses some of the remark-
able properties of the natural water drops [6]:

(1) The amount of the soil it carries now, Soil(IWD).
(2) The velocity that it is moving now, Velocity(IWD).

The values of the both properties may change as the IWD flows
in its environment. This environment depends on the problem at
hand. In an environment, there are usually lots of paths from the
source to the destination, and the position of the destination may
be known or unknown. If we know the position of the destination,
the goal is to find the optimum destination in terms of cost or any
suitable measure for the problem.

We consider an IWD moving in discrete finite-length steps.
From its current position to its next position, the IWD velocity is
increased by the amount nonlinearly proportional to the inverse
of the soil between the two positions. Furthermore, the IWD’s soil
is increased by removing some soil of the path joining the two
positions. The amount of soil added to the IWD is inversely and
nonlinearly proportional to the time needed for the IWD to pass
from its current position to the next position. This duration of time
is calculated by simple laws of physics for linear motion. Thus, the
time taken is proportional to the velocity of the IWD and inversely
proportional to the distance between the two positions.

Another mechanism that exists in the behavior of an IWD is
that it prefers the paths with low soils on its beds to the paths
with higher soils on its beds. To implement this behavior of path
choosing, we use a uniform random distribution among the soils
of the available paths such that the probability of the next path to
choose is inversely proportional to the soils of the available paths.
The lower the soil of the path, the more chance it has for being
selected by the IWD.

4. Improved IWD model for single UCAV trajectory planning

The basic mathematical model of IWD has firstly been applied
to the famous TSP [6]. The aim of the TSP is to find the shortest
path that traverses all cities in the problem exactly once, return-
ing to the starting city. While the UCAV trajectory planning is to
work out the optimal or suboptimal safe flight trajectory in the
proper time, along which the UCAV is able to accomplish the prear-
ranged task and avoid the hostile threats. There are some common
points between TSP and UCAV trajectory planning, and IWD is also

a feasible way in solving UCAV trajectory planning problem under
complicated environments. The procedure of the improved IWD for
UCAV trajectory planning can be described as follows:

Step 1. Initialization of static parameters: Set the number of wa-
ter drops NIWD, the number of nodes decided by x axis and y axis,
and the coordinates of node(xi, yi) to their chosen constant values.
The number of nodes and their coordinates depend on the prob-
lem at hand while the NIWD is set by the user. The initial soil on
each link is denoted by the constant InitSoil such that the soil in
each node(xi, ykj) is set by soil(xi, ykj) = InitSoil. The initial veloc-
ity of IWDs is denoted by the constant InitVel. The best trajectory
is denoted by PB which is still unknown and its objective function
value is initially set to infinity: J (PB) = ∞.

Step 2. Initialization of dynamic parameters: The velocity of each
IWD is set to InitVel whereas the initial soil of each IWD is set to
zero.

Step 3. For each IWD, place all of them in the starting point.

Step 4. For each IWD, choose the next node(xi, yk( j+1)) to be vis-
ited by the IWD when it is in node(xi, ykj) with the following
probability:

P IWD
i (yk( j+1)) = f (soil(xi+1, yk( j+1)))∑

f (soil(xi+1, ·)) (8)

f
(
soil(xi+1, yk( j+1))

) = 1

ξs + g(soil(xi+1, yk( j+1)))
(9)

g
(
soil(xi+1, yk( j+1))

)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

soil(xi+1, yk( j+1))

+ |dis(node(xi, ykj),node(xi+1, yk( j+1)))|,
if min(soil(xi+1, yk( j+1))) � 0

soil(xi+1, yk( j+1)) − min(soil(xi+1, ·))
+ |dis(node(xi, ykj),node(xi+1, yk( j+1)))|, else

(10)

where dis(node(xi, ykj),node(xi, yk( j+1))) denotes the Euclidean
distance between node(xi, ykj) and node(xi, yk( j+1)). ξs denotes a
small positive number to prevent a possible division by zero in
the function f (.). The function min(.) returns the minimum value
among all available values for its argument.

Step 5. For each IWD moving from node(xi, ykj) to node(xi, yk( j+1)),
update its velocity according to the following equation:

velIWD(t + 1) = velIWD(t) + av

bv + cv · soil(xi+1, yk( j+1))
(11)

Such that velIED(t + 1) is the updated velocity of the IWD.
Soil(xi, yk( j+1)) is the soil on the node joining the current
node(xi, ykj) and the next node(xi, yk( j+1)), and the action of mov-
ing is only with x-axis. With Eq. (11), the velocity of the IWD
increases less if the amount of the soil is low on the correspond-
ing trajectory.

Step 6. For each IWD, compute the increasing soil amount
�soil(xi, yk( j+1)), which means the current water drop IWD loads
from its current trajectory between two nodes i and j:

�soil(xi+1, yk( j+1))

= as

bs + cs · time(node(xi, ykj),node(xi+1, yk( j+1));velIWD)
(12)

time
(
node(xi, ykj),node(xi+1, yk( j+1));velIWD)

= |dis(node(xi, ykj),node(xi+1, yk( j+1)))|
max(ξv ,velIWD)

(13)
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which computes the time taken to travel from node(xi, ykj) to
node(xi, yk( j+1)) with the velocity velIWD . Here the function c(.)
represents the two dimensional positional vector for the node.
The function max(., .) returns the maximum value among its ar-
guments, which is used here to threshold the negative velocities
to a very small positive number ξv .

Step 7. For each IWD, update the soil of the trajectory traversed by
each IWD using the following equations:

Soil(xi, y j) = (1 − ρ) · Soil(xi, y j) − ρ · �soil(xi, y j) (14)

soilIWD = soilIWD + �soil(xi, y j) (15)

where soilIWD represents the soil that the IWD carries, ρ is the soil
preserving parameter, which is a small positive number less than
one. The IWD goes from node(xi, ykj) to node(xi, yk( j+1)).

Step 8. For each IWD, complete its trajectory by using Step 4
to Step 8 repeatedly. Then, calculate Lk according to Eq. (5) tra-
versed by the IWD, and calculate the threat cost value according
to Eqs. (6) and (7). In this way, calculate the trajectory with the
minimum objective function value Jmin among all IWD trajectories
in this iteration. We denote this minimum trajectory by PM.

Step 9. Update the soils of trajectories included in the current min-
imum trajectory of the IWD, denoted by PM:

soil(xi, y j) = (1 − ρ) · soil(xi, y j) + ρ · 2 · soilIWD

numy · (numy − 1)

∀(xi, y j) ∈ P M (16)

where numy denotes the number of the distributed nodes in y
axis.

Step 10. If the minimum trajectory PM is the shorter than the best
trajectory found so far denoted by PB, then we update the best
trajectory by PB = PM and J (PB) = J (PM).

Step 11. Go to Step 2 unless the maximum number of iterations is
reached or the defined termination condition is satisfied.

Step 12. The IWD algorithm stops, and the best trajectory is the
last PB and its corresponding objective function value is J (PB).

The flowchart of the proposed IWD algorithm for solving the
single UCAV trajectory planning problem can also be depicted with
the following Fig. 6.

5. Trajectory smoothing strategy

The generated UCAV optimal trajectory using the improved IWD
method is usually hard for exact flying. Because there are some
possible turning points on the optimized UCAV trajectory. In this
section, we adopt a class of dynamically feasible trajectory smooth
strategy called κ-trajectories [1]. Consider the waypoint trajectory
defined by the three waypoints wi−1, wi and wi+1, and let

qi = (wi − wi−1)/‖wi − wi−1‖ (17)

qi+1 = (wi+1 − wi)/‖wi+1 − wi‖ (18)

denote the unit vectors along the corresponding UCAV trajectory
segments as shown in Fig. 7.

Let β represent the angle between qi and qi+1 we can get β =
arccos(−qi+1 • qi). As shown in Fig. 7, let C be a circle of radius

R = 0.5 min
{‖wi − wi−1‖,‖wi+1 − wi‖

}
tan

β

2
(19)

Fig. 6. The flowchart of the proposed IWD algorithm for solving single UCAV trajec-
tory planning.

Fig. 7. Feasible UCAV sub-trajectory.

where center Ci lies on the bisector of the angle formed by the
three trajectory points, such that the circle intersects both the lines
wi−1 wi and wi wi+1 at exactly one point each. The bisector of β

will intersect C at two locations. So the center Ci can be given by

Ci = wi +
(

R/ sin
β

2

)
(qi+1 − qi)/‖qi+1 − qi‖ (20)

After this process, the original trajectory wi−1 wi → wi wi+1 could

be replaced by wi−1 A →	

A
	

C
	

B→ B wi+1. In this way, the opti-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Comparative experimental results of single UCAV trajectory planning by using basic IWD and the improved IWD under the same complicated environments. (a) Tra-
jectory planning result by basic IWD. (b) Trajectory planning result by improved IWD without κ-trajectory smoothing. (c) Trajectory planning result by improved IWD with
κ-trajectory smoothing.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Single UCAV trajectory planning results in three-dimensional scenario by using the improved IWD under the same complicated environments.

mized trajectory can be smoothed for feasible flying. This trajectory
smoothing algorithm has a small computational load and can be
run in real time.

6. Experimental results

In order to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed IWD approach to single UCAV trajectory planning, a se-
ries of experiments have been conducted under complicated com-
bating environments.

The basic IWD and improved IWD algorithm was implemented
in a Matlab 7.2 programming environment on an Intel Core 2 PC
running Windows XP SP2. No commercial trajectory planning tools
or IWD tools were used. In all experiments, the same set of param-
eter values were: as = 1000, bs = 0.1, cs = 1, av = 1000, bv = 0.1,
cv = 1, NIWD = 60, InitSoil = 1000, InitVel = 100, ρ = 0.05, the
number of iterations NT = 10.

Fig. 8(a) shows the result of the single UCAV trajectory planning
by using basic IWD under complicated environments, and Fig. 8(b)
shows the comparative results of the single UCAV trajectory plan-
ning by using the improved IWD under the same complicated en-
vironments, but these results are all without trajectory smoothing.
Fig. 8(c) presents the comparative results of the single UCAV trajec-
tory planning by using the hybrid improved IWD and κ-trajectory
under the same complicated environments, and it is clearer that
the κ-trajectory method is efficient in smoothing the optimized
UCAV trajectory.

Fig. 9 shows the above results of the single UCAV trajectory
planning in three-dimensional scenario by using the improved IWD
under the same complicated environments.

From the above experimental results, it is obvious that the pro-
posed IWD optimization algorithm can find the feasible and op-
timal trajectory for the single UCAV, while the basic IWD cannot
effectively solve the trajectory planning problem for single UCAV.
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(c)

Fig. 9. (continued)

Furthermore, the adopted κ-trajectory method is also very efficient
in smoothing the UCAV trajectory, which has a small computa-
tional load and can be run in real time.

7. Conclusions

This paper presented an improved IWD optimization algorithm
approach for single UCAV smooth trajectory planning in compli-
cated combating environments. In order to make the optimized
UCAV trajectory more feasible, the κ-trajectory is also adopted for
smoothing the UCAV trajectory, and this trajectory smoothing algo-
rithm has a small computational load and can be run in real time.
The comparative simulation experiments show that this proposed
method is a feasible and effective way in UCAV trajectory plan-
ning. It is also flexible, in that dynamic environments and pop-up
threats are easily incorporated.

An important issue in our future work is how to enhance the
performance of our IWD optimization approach for UCAV smooth
trajectory planning. A possible way is to make the IWD algorithm
capable of adapting its parameter values based on the states of
evolution. Our future work will also focus on the exact appli-
cation of our proposed method in UCAV trajectory planning and
re-planning, and multiple UCAVs coordinated control is another
problem in this field.
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